
POTTERY FROM FARLEY HEATH.

BY

A. \V. G. LOWTHER, F.S.A.. A.R.I.B.A.

THIS
note is the result of the examination of a quantity

of pottery from Farley Heath, some of which was found

in 1926, during excavations carried out by Mr. S. E. Winbolt

{S.A.C., XXXVn, 80), and the remainder at subsequent
dates. It has been preserved at the Guildford Museum and

was submitted to me for examination as, save for a few pieces,

no description of it has yet been published.
With the exception of the pieces described by Mr. Win-

bolt, none of it appears to have been found in any stratified

deposit (or if so, there is now no record of the fact) and it

must all be considered as being what is termed "plus," i.e.

subsequently disturbed or unstratified pottery found in the

top soil. Even so, examination of it brings out the types
that are most plentiful and those that are scarce or entirely

absent, thereby enabling one to suggest the intensity of occupa-
tion in the different periods independently of the coin evi-

dence. In addition, several of the pieces represent types of

ware that have been found at other sites and throw light on

the question of
"
distribution."

Coarse Ware.

(i)
Bowl and Dish forms.
In all, 70 rim and side pieces of small bowls and dishes,

averaging six to eight inches in diameter and two to three

inches in depth, were among this pottery. These are of seven

different forms (Fig. i, A-G).

Type A. (No. of vessels, 40. Date, fourth century.)

This, the most plentiful type, is well known as a late form.

It was quite unrepresented at the Ashtead Common site,
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68 POTTERY FROM FARLEY HEATH.

where the terminal date was a.d. 250 at latest, but plentiful

at the site near Ashtead Church {S.A.C., XXXVIII, 200, and

Fig. 3, nos. 3, 4, and 6) which produced much fourth-century
material.

Type B. (No. of vessels, 20. Date, second century, or

later.)

\^r

FIG. I. DISH RIMS.

'i actual size.

Side pieces of plain rimless dishes, mostly of dark grey

ware, either straight-sided or slightly out-curved. Very plenti-

ful at Ashtead, where it was apparently of the Hadrian-

Antonine period.

Type C. (No. of vessels, 2. Date, second century (?).)

Type D. (Absent. Date, I-II.)

Among the 70 fragments there is not a single piece of this
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form which was the most plentiful form on Ashtead Common,
and which provided several hundred pieces of this early type.
The beaded rim is the distinguishing feature, and most of

the vessels were of black or black-surfaced ware with lattice

decoration.

This was also the commonest type at the Antonine Fort

site at Balmuildy (Report, p. 90).

Type E. (No. of vessels, 4. Date, II (Hadrianic).)
This is an interesting local type of which several examples

were found at Ashtead {S.A.C., XXXVII, Fig. 3, nos. 1-8),

and which I have been trying to trace at other sites, so far

unsuccessfully.^

Type F. (No. of vessels, 2. Date, (?).)

Dishes with plain out-curved rims ; possibly fairly early.

Type G. (No. of vessels, 2. Date, (?).)

Similar to the last, but with the top of the rim somewhat
flattened and the rim itself more at right-angles to the sides.

This type was fairly plentiful at the Roman fort at Bal-

muildy, in Scotland, on the Antonine wall, where it is stated

to be pre-Antonine. {The Roman Fort at Balmuildy, by S. N.

MiUer. M.A., p. 90 and Plate XLVII, nos. 2-8.)

Summarizing the evidence from these vessels, it is clear

that, as regards date, they are in agreement with the coin

evidence {S.A.C., XXXVII, report by S. E. Winbolt, coin

hst, pp. 193-9), 35 out of the total of 51 coins being of fourth-

century date.

As regards the prevalence of Type A, I was able to test

this for myself when visiting the site recently, as the only
shard which I picked up on the surface happened to be a

rim fragment of this type, and was found beside the Temple
foundation inside the earthwork.

All of these pieces, except two which are of reddish paste,

vary in colour from light grey to black. Only one of them

(Ai) is slip-coated with a cream slip, on the inner surface

and extending over the outside of the rim.

^ Since wTiting this account I have learnt of the recent discovery
of a similar vessel in London, and one at Cobham, described elsewhere
in this Volume.
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(ii)
Bead-rim vessels.

Rim fragments of 7 pots of this characteristic late first-

century type were among the pieces examined and are here

illustrated (Fig. 2).

They are found at numerous sites (wherever there was

Belgic influence ?), and in date belong to the second half of the

first century a.d., the earlier, Belgic bead-rim pots being
similar in form but of a coarser ware. Possibly the earliest

of those figured is no. 3, which is somewhat coarser in texture

and more typical in form than the others. (See S.A.C.,

XXXVIII, Fig. 7.)

/*

FIG. 2. BEAD-RIMS OF A.D. 5O-IOO.
? actual size.

Description of the pieces figured :

1. Light grey ware. Rim diameter, c. 4 inches.

2. Grey ware
;
smooth service. Rim, c. 7I inches.

3. Black ware
; groove below rim

;
the surface roughened

below groove, smooth above. Rim, c. y\ inches.

4. Coarse reddish ware.

5. Dark grey. 6. Reddish buff. 7. Buff.

(iii) Red-coated ware.

Fragments of this distinctive late ware, representing six

vessels, were among the sherds examined.

Fig- 3 ••

I. Bowl decorated below rim with roulette band and two

grooves. Hard red clay with traces of dark red slip on inner
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and outer surfaces. Fourth century. (Bushe-Fox, Rich-

horoiigh, ist Report, nos. 125 and 126, and Plate XXIX.
May, Silchester, p. 12S, Plate LVI, 100.)

2. Part of lip of open bowl. Red clay with traces of red

slip. (C/. Bushe-Fox, Richborough, ist Report, p. 104, no.

114, and Plate XXVIII,
"
Probably late third or fourth cen-

tury." Also, Wheeler, Lydney Report, Fig. 26, no. 27, p. 98.)

3. Piece of flange of similar ware to the last. This is a

common late fourth-century type.

'1 1.' <: 1
'

;
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1
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FIG. 3.

? actual size.

(iv) New Forest ware.

Nine fragments (4 rim and 5 side pieces) of stoneware
"folded" beakers. Coated with greenish purple-brown slip,
these are similar to the type specimens from kilns in the
New Forest, exhibited in the British Museum.

(v) Orange colour slip-coated ware.

One fragment of a large vessel of hard, buff ware, with
traces inside and out of thick, orange-coloured slip.

The occurrence of this ware at Farley is interesting as,
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apart from a few pieces of a large vessel, with handle (? jug)
from the Ashtead Villa, I have not yet traced it from any
other site.^

In texture and colour the clay is similar to that of Castor
ware, but both vessels were evidently of considerable size

(this piece gives a diameter of over i8 inches and the slip
is of an unusually bright colour).

(vi) Carinated howls with rectangular, moulded rims. Pieces

of two vessels of this type (Fig. 4).

1. Grey ware, with traces of cream-coloured slip inside and
out.

2. Grey ware with reddish surface, possibly originally slip-
coated. Rim diameter, c. 6 inches.

(C/. Richhorough, Second Report, Plate XXXI, no. 162,
and p. 102, where stated

"
Probably late third or fourth cen-

tury."

(vii) Mortaria.

Fragments of six vessels, including two rim pieces (Fig. 4).

3. Hard, buff ware.

4. Soft, pale straw-coloured ware.

Both these are late types.

(viii) Various types (Fig. 4).

5. Small, flanged bowl of hard grey ware with red-brown

surfacing. Maximum diameter, 11 1 inches. Similar in form
to Fig. 3, no. 2. ? fourth century.

7 and 8. Pot lids. No. 7 of domed type and therefore

possibly the earlier of the two, of dark grey sandy-textured
paste. Diameter, c. 6 inches. No. 8. Grey ware

; normal

type.

(ix) Store Jars and Pots.

Fig. 4, no. 9, illustrates one of several side pieces of two
large jars of identical ware. This ware consists of a light

* Since writing this note, I have traced two vessels (in the museum
at York

; described as Ewers in May, Pottery in the Museum at York),
which appear to be the type represented by the Ashtead fragments.
They are described as Castor ware, and, besides a handle, have the
curious deep band forming the foot as can be seen in the pieces from
Ashtead (not yet published). I hope to contribute a note on this ware
at a future date.
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grey paste with dark grey slip on the outside. It has a zone

of decoration (without the shp-coating) on a roughened sur-

face, separated by grooves from the sHp-coated part. The

decoration consists of spiral and curved combing, on the one

vessel applied with a fine six-toothed, and on the other, a

ten-toothed comb. Apparently early first-century ware. This

3

FIG. 4.

i actual siu.

same type of ware has been found at Ashtead, at the site

near the church {cf. S.A.C., XXXVni,20i, and Fig.4, no. 11.

Also May, Colchester Pottery, Plate LXII, p. 165, where a

complete vessel of similar ware is dated pre-Claudian).
The rim-pieces of jars among this pottery represented a

total of 105 vessels. Of them, only one includes a large part
of the side and enables one to see the original form of the

jar and its decoration. Thus for the greater number, viz.
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those with plain out-curved rim, the important dating factor

of the relation of the rim to the widest part of the vessel is

entirely lacking. The rims themselves, however, by the angle
at which they are set, as well as by their actual shape, give
some indication of date.

Seven very large jars of coarse texture and with thick

rims (probably first century) are represented.

FIG. 5. NO. I.

? actual size.

Grey ware
; rim, band below rim, and a series of irregularly spaced pairs of

vertical lines, burnished ; the remainder of the .surface rough. Early
ist-c. form.

The small
"
poppy-necked

"
type of jar or

"
olla," of early

date, is only represented by the one piece of rim (no. 31),

and there were no pieces of the slip-coated ware ornamented

with bands of small dots (the so-called Upchurch ware) that

usually has the upright type of rim (see S.A.C., op. cit.).

As regards make of ware, all the pieces figured are of a

fairly dark-grey colour and a sandy texture, except for the

few pieces specifically mentioned.
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FIG. 5. NOS. 2 48,

RIMS OF JARS.

I actual size.
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Fig. 5. Description :

I. Very soft light grey ware with harder, darker grey sur-

facing. The rim, a band below the rim, and a series of irre-

gularly spaced pairs of vertical lines, are burnished
;

the

remainder of the surface being rough. Shape : somewhat

globular. Date : first century.
6. Reddish-buff ware. Late form (?).

9. Black-coated ware.

Nos. 18-23. Rims of large jars of a coarse gritted ware.

18. Red-buff. 19. Buff. 22 and 23. Light grey.

25-28. Hard buff ware.

29 and 30. Black-surfaced ware. Sharply undercut rims,

flattened and grooved on the upper surface. Similar in form

to no. 22, but from smaller vessels.

31. Soft, grey ware. The solitary piece of upright-necked
olla previously referred to.

32-36. Plain rims, bent out at a sharp angle. Total number
of pots of this form among the pieces, 40.

42. Dark-brown ware
;
ornamented along edge of rim with

a row of indentations. Probably late (third or fourth century).

44-46. Soft, buff ware with thick cream slip. Six vessels

of this type were represented. First to second century.

47 and 48 (the latter of reddish ware). Outward rolled rims,

thickening towards the extremity to form a beaded edge.

24 different vessels of this type represented. Late (third

century ?). Cf. Report on Ospringe Cemetery, p. 18,

no. 254, which was associated with Samian of this date.)

Summarizing the evidence of these jar rims : they appear
to be mainly late, and only some 30 out of 150 earlier than

A.D. 200. Thus, like the bowl and dish rims, they suggest

more intense occupation at Farley Heath in the post-Antonine

period.

Note.—No description is here given of any Samian ware,

as the few pieces among this pottery are apparently those

already described by Mr. Winbolt in his report {S.A.C.,

XXXVH, 189).




